Design and Technology in
Nowhere
Roger Coleman
A version of this lecture was first given at Ruskin Hall, Oxford, in July 1990.
Today r want to talk about design and technology. Modern notions perhaps, but
subjects William Morris was deeply interested in and expert at. His reputation as a
designer is well known, and his influence on the Arts & Crafts Movement, and later
on the Modern Movement, is well documented, but few people think of Morris as a
technologist because we rend to associate technology with the micro-chip, the
information media and space engineering. This is a distorted view of technology which
prioririses first-world needs and ambitions whilst disregarding those of the third
world. Of late we have been forced to take stock of the consequences of this view of
technology, and of the consequential costs, which were never part of original
assessments of the value or suitability of technologies like the internal combustion
engine and nuclear power. We have also been forced to take stock of the ethos of
consumption and disposability which has been so influential in shaping our
manufacturing industries.
The significance of Morris's approach to technology lies in the fact that he had the
foresight to question such assumptions over 100 years ago. In asking the questions
he did Morris pointed the way to what we would now call appropriate or perhaps
alternative technology - in simple terms: ways of making things and using natural
resources which conserve energy, respect the environment and promote a sustainable
economy. This view is entirely modern, and it is only the medievalism inherent in
Morris's interests, and in his vision of the future News from Nowhere that militate
against a ready acceptance of the modernity of his views. But to ask that News from
Nowhere accurately reflect present thinking on social issues, or to criticise it because
things have not worked out as Morris described, is to miss the whole point of the
book. Morris was a visionary, not a clairvoyant, and News from Nowhere is neither
prediction nor prescription; instead it is offered as a vision of the future as Morris
would have liked to see it, and finishes - "Yes, surely! and if others can see it as I
have seen it, then it may be called a vision rather than a dream."!
By finishing the book on this note Morris sets it in the same frame as much of his
social and political writing, which contrasted what is, with what might be in a better
and more sensibly organised world. Throughout News from Nowhere we have hints
of 'How We Live and How We Might Live', 'Useful Work Versus Useless Toil', 'A
Factory As It Might Be', and other of Morris's talks and articles, bur one thing Morris
avoids in News from Nowhere is any attempt at science fiction. His primary intention,
as I see it, was to describe a set of social relations and an attitude towards the natural
world - to whar we would call the environment - which is summed up by Clara in
Chapter 27 when she says of the nineteenth-century what could well be said of rhe
twentieth:
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"Was not their mistake once more bred of the life of slavery that they had been
living? - a life which was always looking upon everything, except mankind, animate
and inanimate - "nature", as people used to call it - as one thing, and mankind as
another. It was natural to people thinking in this way, that they should try to make
"nature" their slave, since they thought "nature" was something outside them".2
This comment of Clara's is the key to Morris's attitude towards technology and
manufacture. In 'A Factory As It Might Be' he envisages the use of what was once
profit to create a pleasant and healthy working environment set in gardens, observing
that: " ... most factories today sustain large and handsome gardens ... only the said
gardens etc., are say twenty miles away from the factory, out of the smoke, and are
kept up for one member of the factory only, the sleeping partner to wit", and
continuing - "Well, it follows from this garden business that our factory must make
no sordid litter, befoul no water, nor poison the air with smoke".3
In Morris's factory" ... Machines of the most ingenious and best approved kinds
will be used when necessary"", labour will be saved in order to limit the working day
to a sensible four hours or so spent producing useful and necessary goods, and
technology will be advanced, and above all shared, so that:
Competition being dead and buried, no new process, no detail or improvement in
machinery, would be hidden from the first (and this) would surely tend to elevate
labour and create a standard of excellence in manufacture)
This last phrase - "a standard of excellence in manufacture" - is another key to
Morris's attitude towards technology. Morris was no Luddite, and no opponent of
technology and design; instead he believed that they should be employed in the making
of a world that all could enjoy and benefit from. which is why the technology in
Nowhere is unobtrusive and largely unseen. Nor is there evidence of Art, with a
capital A. since the art of Nowhere lies in the making of Nowhere, and cannot be
separated out from the process of making. So technology, arc, design and invention
come together in Nowhere as integral parts of the great, collective project, the
construction of Nowhere itself.
Now if we hope to re~work Morris's approach in the 21st century, then we will
need to take a somewhat different attitude. In The Art of Work I suggest that:
Self-organisation happens all around us, but has to be learned by experience, and
cannot occur on a large scale without certain preconditions being met. Time and
resources are both important, so mechanisms for redistributing wealth as free time
and access to resources are necessary. It is absurd that some of us should spend our
Jives working overtime while others have nothing but boredom to fill thei'r days.
when an intelligent reassessment of the extent to which work is actually necessary.
and not just useless toil, could pave the way for a redistribution of work and wealth.
Nothing could be more pleasurable than a morning of useful productive work, an
afternoon spent looking after children, and an evening passed in conversation,
study, or the careful making of some item of clothing or furniture, with the results
of each occupation contributing to a full life in harmonious surroundings. An old
theory but a pertinent one. 6
So, in discussing the future of work it seems to me that the most important issue
is the separation of process and product which has become such a feature of the
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modern world. For most people work is distanced from any real sense of making and
doing, and few people make anything from beginning to end, fewer still design and
make, and hardly anyone actually gathers their own materials anymore, as do Paddy
Murphy & Tommy Q'Rourke, the last of a long line of utilitarian potters working
at Carley's Bridge in Ireland and making functional potS from local c1ay7. Such
traditions may persist in the third world, but are on the verge of extinction in the
West, although in Japan, where people retain closer links with their past, there is a
growing feeling for a return to such values in crah production exemplified in the
work of people like Hiroyuki Shindo, who dyes fabric with indigo using only natural
materials and traditional methods. s
By Morris's time the growth of specialisation and the division of work into smaller
and smaller tasks had reduced workers to automata, regulated and disciplined by the
machines they served; work itself had become a commodity bought and sold like any
other, and for the worker a four-letter word - an obscenity! This denaturing of work
so horrified Morris that it spurred him on to question the value of the entire product
of such a process: the shoddy goods and polluting factories, as well as the social
relations and cramped lives that resulted. He was drawn to examine the ways in
which process and product became separated, and observed in that reaction the escape
of a precious and volatile essence, which he identified as art. And since to Morris,
life without art was life without teason, he sought to reunite art and work in a
collective process which he saw as the construction, the making together, of a world
fit to live in. This was his dream, and although he did not live to see it realised - and
indeed it has taken 100 years for the relevance of Morris's vision to emerge - he left
us a very moving picture of a world, made with as much care and attention as he
would, and did, make works of art.
To my mind, Morris's Utopia differs strikingly from the bulk of socialist thinking
on the subject because of the central core of appropriateness and sustainability that
runs through it. In Nowhere people do not make things unless they arc convinced
they need them, and art is a quality which accompanies the undivided, unobligated
production of appropriate and needed objects, and it is expressed as joy. Joy in work
given concrete form in decoration, design, fittingness and the elaboration, perfection
and application of skill; joy in use; and joy in recognising the quality imbued in objects
by the care and skill of the maker. This is the very texture and patina of Nowhere,
where art is parr of and not separate from work. Consequently, when we move beyond
work to look for the technology that drives and sustains Nowhere we should not
expect it to be dominant, obvious or intrusive; instead we must search for something
well integrated and unobtrusive, something purring in the background perhaps, and
always useful, and so it is not surprising that Morris chose electricity as the unseen
motive power in Nowhere, rather than steam with its obvious noise and pollution,
for electricity is more suited to small workshops and the integration of city and
country, as Peter Kropotkin pointed out in his equally visionary Fields, Factories and
Workshops.9
That Morris was not anti-technology is yet again evident in his care for craft and
his reviving and preserving of craft techniques, for he was aware of the way in which
industrial processes wete choking out the craft technologies that had preceded them,
and that theit products were often the worse for this abandonment of traditional
skills and techniques. His concern for their preservation, and for the raising of the
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quality of manufactured goods characterised the work of Morris & Co., informed
and inspired the Arts & Crafts Movement both here and in America, was a positive
influence on the Modern Movemem and the Bauhaus, and has helped to shape the
teaching of art and design over the last one hundred years. The work of Morris &
Co also gives us an indication of the furnishing of Nowhere, of the objects and utensils
in everyday use, and it is this holistic attitude towards the practice and process of
making which marks out Morris's social and political writings as so important and
relevam now. News fronl Nowhere gives us a sense of the texture and feel of a world
in which all of technology, all of making, is sympathetic, appropriate and sustainable,
but what it does not do is give us any detail about the sort of technology and the sort
of pleasurable work in manufacture that might sustain that world. Today I want to
try and fill that void a little by describing how we might reinterpret some of Morris's
thinking now, and by showing you some practical examples so that we can continue
to regard Morris's inspired thinking as a vision rather than a dream.
Before I do that however I want to digress a little to explore some points, or rather
myths, about the nature of technology. First, there is the persistent assumption,
reinforced by advertising, that "new" or "modern" technology is somehow superior
to other processes which must therefore be regarded as outmoded. Morris is careful
in News from Nowhere to show us electric "force" barges lO alongside sail and oar
driven boats on the river Thames, to point out that" ....it is quite as easy to work
vehicles by force by water as by land", and to describe banded workshops where
people share large-scale equipment for manufacturing ll - the most ingenious of the
new, alongside the most serviceable of the old - and I think he is right in doing this.
Now that we have begun to question the destructive capability of some of our modern
technologies it is also important to recognise how dependent they are on traditional
craft skills and processes.
Space craft and satellites, for example, are made with the lightest and strongest of
materials, and to the most exacting specifications, and even then are nor wholly
relia ble, but where did the expertise used in their construction originate? Campagnolo
equipment is well known to cycling enthusiasts. Tulio Campagnolo was a pre-war
racing cyclist who came from a family of metal-workers, and when he lost a race
because he punctured in bitterly cold weather and could nor undo his wheel nuts to
make the repair - this was before the days of the van-loads of team mechanics and
spare bicycles servicing the riders in the Tour de France that we are used to, when
riders were expected to do aJI their own maintenance and actually disqualified if they
accepted assistance - so Tulio Campagnolo set about inventing a quick-release
mechanism which is still in use today. This and other beautifully engineered parrs for
bicycles fotmed the basis of the now famous Campagnolo company, and their
components are used in the most testing of cycle races and record attempts. The
company's skills and expertise in the precision design and machining of lightweight
alloys have led to their making the docking gear and other critical components for
space-craft. Without such skill and ingenuity, which can be traced back to an Italian
artisanal tradition rooted in the medieval workshops which trained all the great artists
of the Renaissance, the most exacting of modern technologies would not be possible.
I believe that rh is gene-pool of technology - human ingenuity and skill - is as
vulnerable as the gene-pools of the animal and vegetable worlds, and that we abandon
proven technologies at our peril.
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Modern engineering and design rely increasingly on computer-aided design and
manufacturing technology (CAD-CAM) and so-called "knowledge-based"
techniques (KBE) which threaten the traditions and culture of skilled work in a
fundamental way, as this passage from an article in CAD-CAM magazine reveals.
KBE incorporates the knowledge of company experts where there are still areas of
'black art' known only to a diminishing handful of highly skilled specialists. For
example, deep draw die design, pattern making and certain foundry processes
involve highly empirical techniques: skills are passed from generation to generation
in a learning process that has no place [my emphasis) in modern manufacture. But
many craftsmen are on the verge of leaving industry and their knowledge must be
captured before the workforce is de-skilled. 12
It is clear that the philosophy underlying these new techniques regards the thousands

of years of development that have gone into sophisticated traditional technologies as
a hindrance to bedispensed with as soon as their essential knowledge can beencrypted
in a machine code. Such attitudes are short-term in the extreme and as damaging for
the future as the destruction of the rain-forests. In contrast, by reviving traditional
skills and techniques in the work ofThe Firm, Morris was aware of the threats inherent
in the early manifestations of this trend and displayed a fine sensitivity to the
importance of diversity and tradition in manufacturing methods. Unfortunately the
process of de-skilling is now well advanced and, in many fields, virtually irreversible.
Another example with a personal slant is the work of my own father, who was a
die-sinker and engraver, working for many years across Clerkenwell Green from the
Marx Memorial Library. My father, and my grandfather, made embossed metal rollers
for the manufacture of paper doileys [see Figure 11- a very Victorian product, which
they worked on from design to final proofs. Each roller could take from three to six
months to make, and my father delighted in pulling visitors' legs by telling them that
if he or grandad made a mistake they simply had to throw the roller away and start
again from scratch. In fact they made mistakes with annoying regularity, and
correcting errors was an integral part of the craft, as in any craft: as the saying goes
- "Show me the person who has never made a mistake and I will show you someone
who has never made anything."
These rollers had to cut through several layers of paper and maintain a high-quality
edge despite the fact that paper is well known for its abrasive properties. All the edges
were sharpened by hand and had to conform to a high degree of circularity, exacting
work of the highest order, done by feel as much as by sight. All this stood my father
in good stead, for when the lace-paper trade started to fall off he was able to transfer
his skills to the manufacture of rotary~cut-Iabels - the most ubiquitous of modern
products - and in fact helped solve many of the early problems of manufacture. Once
again a traditional skill and traditional know-how made a modern manufacturing
technology possible. A roller cutter could have as many as 144 identical designs on
its surface, each of which had to be accurate to between one quarter and one tenth
of a thousandth of an inch, and that accuracy had to be maintained throughout, not
flat but in the round! Now I checked these facts very carefully with my father when
I came across an advert for a machine-made product which seemed to claim superiority
over other production methods. The advert for BMW assured us that an engine block
accurate to one hundredth of a millimeter would be discarded as unacceptable. It
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went on to boast that, on occasions, BMW work to tolerances of as little as three
microns. All of that is no doubt true, but my father worked to the same tolerances
by hand. BMW's methods are not superior to my father's; on the contrary they have
invested millions of pounds doing away with skills which my fatlher passed on to his
apprentices. I ask you, which approach truly invests in the future?
The idea that so-called "modern" technologies are independent of, and superior
to traditional technologies is as erroneous as the notion that the future must repeat
the past. One thing that is quite clear is that we cannot repeat the pollution and
environmental damage of the past two centuries during the next. The real problem
with modern mass-production is that before we are fully aware of the environmental
and health implications of new materials and processes we can be swamped with
products using them and left with a terrible mess to clear up. One way out of this
dilemma is to start thinking in broader terms abour the things that we make, another
is to revise what we mean by markets to include ecologically friendly criteria.
Pollution, wastage, short product-life and so on are no longer acceptable and this
means that in the future good products will be marked out by qualities that are no
longer visual, no longer to do with style in its accepted form, but much closer to the
qualities that we find ill traditional products. They may not resemble the products
of Morris & Co in appearance, but they most certainly will in spirit.
If things are to improve with age then they will have to lIse materials that patinate,
as does a traditionally inspired production chair by the Japanese American George
Nakashim3 13, with its emphasis 011 natural and hand-worked materials. And if
products arc to last longer - sa y long enough to re-grow the trees they arc made from
- then the design and workmanship will havc to place greater emphasis on tried and
tested technology.

Figure 1: Embossed metal rollers
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Once again, Morris's VISion seems remarkably relevant. But if waste was
anathema to Morris, then war was the biggest and most ridiculous waste of all.
Consequently there is no defence budget in Nowhere, and no arms industry.
During the summer I was working on a play at Barrow-in-Furness, where, as I
am sure you all know, Trident submarines are manufactured at Vickers Shipbuilding
and Engineering works. Out of a population of fifty thousand people, fourteen and
a half thousand are employed in the yards, and while we might rejoice at the ending
of the Cold War, Barrow faces economic devastation as a consequence. The play
was parr of a local festival - The Feast of Furness - organised by Barrow Council
and Welfare State International - a theatre company of which I was a founding
member some 20 years ago. The play - What'l/ the lads do 011 MOllday? - was
improvised by and with local people, who did virtually all of the acting, and were
also responsible for much of the writing, with people like myself and Albert Hunt,
an old colleague, contributing ideas and expertise. The title is a quotation from a
local councillor, and you can guess that the subject is what will happen when Tridenr
is finally scrapped and Vickers' order books start to look ominously empty.
The realities behind this are stark indeed. In Barrow, people are no longer saying
if the Trident yard closes or in the unlikely event of the Trident yard closing, bur
when, and this represents a dramatic change of consciousness which has happened
remarkably quickly. An ominous note was struck whilst the play was running, when
a rumour of 5,000 redundancies over the next rwo years or so, was reluctantly
confirmed by the chief executive of V5E. As the company prepares for the inevitable,
management naturally tries to appear cool and organised, talking about restructuring
- shorthand for deciding what to keep and what to abandon - whilst the unions,
although organising around diversification as opposed from redundancies, find it
difficult to envisage a future which is at all different to their heavy engineering,
shipbuilding past. In truth the manoeuveting around redundancy payments has
already begun, although neither side will admit to it, and those payments will be
swallowed up in mortgages and car finance, in repaying debt, leaving little if any
capital to finance new employment. The peace premium will not bring a bonus to
Barrow, quite the opposite, but the possibility of impending reductions in the defence
budget does offer the opportunity to think about new products and new industries.
I mention this because, for me, it highlights the relevance of Morris's vision, and
also the obstacles to change. We have an urgent need for non-polluting products and
processes which can reduce growth in the West and assist development in the rest of
the world, but these are global issues, and in Barrow the management has one
overriding objective - the preservation of the shareholders' capital in a profitable
form. The work force have another - how to meet their debts, how to keep up the
payments on the house, the car, and the credit cards. In the play what we suggested
is that there are other ways of dealing with the problem, ways which require a leap
of the imagination, a daring to believe that work and life in general could be better
if they were organised in a different way. In the play, the men in both Trade Union
and management feel resentful that, because Bush and Gorbachov find it convenient
to declare the Cold War over, their jobs are on the line. They are locked into an old
labour/management struggle and incapable of the imaginative leap that might
transcend it, and so it is the women who start to ask the important questions. Do we
really want to go on making weapons? - the AS90 self-propelled howirzers and
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155mm ultra·light howitzers for mountain and jungle warfare that management
envisage as Vickers' salvation - when we could begin to make things people like
ourselves want and need? Questions Morris would have asked, and parr of the
practical and necessary quest for a future in line with his vision. This quest is beginning
to unite people across a broad spectrum of interests and oackgrounds around
environmental and ecological issues and, hopefully, a new, collective purpose can
emerge from this growth of concern for the environment.
My role in Barrow was not to act, but to provide ideas and examples of products
that could be made, to argue the case for alternative views of how people might
organise their lives in the future, and to suggest that there could be a positive answer
to the question - "What'lI the lads do on Monday?" In a sense this is a replay, or
building up to a replay, of what happened at Lucas Aerospace in the mid-seventies,
when previous contractions in defence spending threatened jobs in engineering. The
workforce at Lucas carried out their own internal audit of skills, equipment and
technology, and proposed an Alternative Corporate Plan based on 150 potential
products that they could make, and more importantly, would enjoy making. They
called this idea "Socially Useful Production". Utopian idealism in the 70s perhaps,
but a necessity now in the Soviet bloc and inevitably in the West, as arms reduction
and detente press ahead.
Although the product ideas were never taken up by the company, the Alternative
Plan offered a vision of the future which inspired many people around the world.
What that vision urgently needed was some concrete examples to ground it in reality
and make the vision convincing. Over the last eight years I have been privileged to
work with some of the people involved in the original Alternative Corporate Plan,
and around those ideas wc have built up a small network of designers, engineers and
inventors committed to similar principles. Established in 1984, The London
Innovarion Network was originally financed by the GLC and sponsored a wide range
of products and services offering social or environmental benefits along wirh
opportunities for new employment. Many of these ideas were developed to prototype
stage, but with the demise of the GLC, London Innovation was obliged to become
self·financing. As a consequence we had to curtail much of our work. However, since
then a group of committed individuals has underwritten the organisation and
comprises its members. We now have charitable status, and seek to design products
for the future which meet the following principles:
Firstly; products which assist children, the elderly and handicapped people categories we all fall into at some time in our lives;
Secondly; cnergy- and resource-efficient products that aid conservation or
improvement of the environment;
Thirdly; products which reduce alienation by involving the intended consumer and,
where possible, the maker, in the design process;
Finally; products which retain or enhance skills in production, whilst taking
advantage of modern materials and methods.
During that time we have worked on many ideas with a varying degree of success,
and today I think it is appropriate to conclude with some practical examples of
designing and making and inventing - products and technologies that meet the Morris
test of social utility. These products are very different from the ourput of Morris & Co.,
and not necessarily the craft-based products envisaged in News from Nowhere, bur I
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believe they reflect a similar concern with social values. As I said earlier, Morris was a
visionary, not a c1airvoyanr: he did nOt attempt to predict the future, but his vision of
the world as it might be has much to inspire us now. Hopefully, the products I am about
to describe will help to place Morris's concerns and vision in a modern context.
The Neater Eater
Based on a skilfully engineered viscous damping device. the eater Eater helps people
with Inrenrion Tremor to feed themselves independently. making meal times more
convenienr and less degrading Isee Figure 21. It consists of a self-levelling spoon
attached to an arm that smoothes out any sudden movements. This is mounted on a
baseboard which is clamped to the table. The plate is securely located on the baseboard
and can be rotated. The whole unit is made from easy-to-c1ean, corrosion-resistant
materials. Low weight, toughness, appearance and reliability are importanr features
of the design.
The Neater Eater is used by people suffering from Intention Tremor induced by
conditions like Multiple Sclerosis, Athetoid Cerebral Palsy, Parkinson's Disease and other
neurological conditions. The user can adjust the degree of damping by altering the
position at which the arm is held. The closer to the base the greater the damping effect.
The Neater Eater was developed at London Innovation by Jay Michaelis, who now
manufactures it from a workshop attached to Southampton Hospital. Additional
assistance was given by The National Hospital for Nervous Diseases; Imperial College
London. and by Chailey Heritage.
The Neater Eater is currently on display at the Design Museum in London.

Figure 2: The Neater Eater
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The Cloudesley Chair
Seating for disabled schoolchildren has long been inadequate and expensive, but we
solved this problem by developing an adaptable seating system of interchangeable
components which will fit 90% of disabled children from six months
to sixteen years
,
of age. The Cloudesley Chair caters for the majority of children with disabilities by
providing the correct seating posture for participation in school activities. The system
includes tables and other accessories, as well as harnesses and pommels for children
with limited muscle control. The chair has a wipe-clean finish in a range of bright,
attractive colours.
Design of the system was based on an extensive survey of the seating requirements
of disabled children. This study identified the need for a new, less expensive, but more
adaptable product, backed by an assessment rig capable of diagnosing the specific
postural and seating requirements of individual children. Extended field trials rook
place over a twO year period at the Richard Cloudcsley Special School in London,
and at a similar special school in Bristol. The seating system is now manufactured
under licence in Walsall.
We did much of the prototyping on a CNC router, and the fitting process was
designed to double up as a way of accumulating otherwise non-existent ergonomic
data. So the product development process made heavy use of computing and, as this
is a component-based system rather than an individual product, computing could be
used in manufacture to monitor stock levels against demand and to control machinery.
Not in a huge clinical factory - that would never be economical - but in smaller,
perhaps co-operative enterprises such products could offer challenging and varied
work, with designer and shop floor working closely together.
The Cloudesley Chair was developed at London Innovation by Kanwal Sharma
with assistance from the London College of Furniture Design for Disability
Department and the Training Workshop Resource Unit in Islington.

The JMX Multi-Gym
TheJMX Wheelchair Gym is designed specifically to make exercise available to people
in wheelchairs - both as an aid to rehabilitation, and for the social and physical
benefits of regular exercise. The weights and pulleys can be easily and safely adjusted
by someone with limited strength and mobility, and when not in use the JMX folds
away for easy storage and transportation.
Because of its multi-functional design, users of the JMX can explore a range of
exercises to suit their individual needs - from gentle stretching and flexing to full
scale training for competitive events. The machine is also particularly suited to elderly
users and can be operated by anyone seated in a straight backed chair.
Two versions of the JMX Wheelchair Gym have been developed and are
manufactured in Bolton - a heavy-duty version for sports centres and gymnasia, and
a compact version for use in the home and where space is limited. Exercise is very
important to people in wheelchairs, yet existing gym equipment is designed for ablebodied people and so excludes the disabled from this activity. We wOtked very closely
with JOI1 McGrath, who is himself disabled, to develop an exercise machine which
would integrate exercise facilities in gyms and sports centres. In this sort of design
the closer the relationship between designer and user the better and more appropriate
the product is likely to be. Prototyping and testing can happen quickly, and if
production methods are also considered early on then there will be fewer problems
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in manufacture. Again this suggests smaller-scale production on a workshop rather
than a factory model. Personally, I would like to see skilled workers and designers
getting together and moving into independent production, possibly in collaboration
with users, and working on a small scale perhaps, but satisfied that the product is
right and they are not simply small cogs in a big wheel.
The ]MX was developed at London Innovation, where the prototypes were
carefully tested by wheelchair users, professional carers, occupational therapists,
ergonomists and physiotherapists, as an integral part of the design process.

The Lynch Motor
The Lynch Motor isa highly innovative pancake electric motor. Capable of efficiencies
of above 90%, it yields high torque at low speeds with a power for weight ratio far
superior to conventional DC motors. It is the invention of Cedric Lynch and has been
developed and patented at London Innovation, where prototype vehicles have been
built and tested. The motor is in small batch production and larger marine drives are
manufactured on a one-off basis.
In 1989 four eight-inch motors, delivering a total of lOObhp powered Lady Arran's
boar 'An Stradag' - 'The Spark' - to a new world electric water speed record of over
50mph. Further record attempts, including a world land speed attempt are also planned.
The motors have many applications, especially in the field of low-impact nonpolluting transport. London Innovation has demonstrated prototypes of electric
mopeds, solar-powered boats, inboard and outboard marine drives, and designed
prorotype citycars and electric service vehicles. Other applications under development
include drives for wheelchairs, lawnmowers, cooling fans for cars, portable electric
tools, solar powered pumps for irrigation in India and a 4 inch, 1hp version is in
prototype and targeted for production in 1992, as a power source for electric and
solar-powered vehicles in both first and third worlds.
The object of the record attempts is to shift perception of electric traction away
from the milk-float and CS image that is attached to it and to give credibility to the
idea of new forms of transport like the city car and soft vehicles for urban use. Our
concern is to develop and prove drive systems which others can rhen design around, not
to capture a new market and mass-produce electric vehicles. We are looking to progressive
Local Authorities to initiate experimental schemes which could combine sensible
legislation with new forms of vehicle. Since an electric vehicle requires little in the way
of engine, gearbox, transmission and differential, such vehicles could be manufactured
locally on a model of production very different from the 'Fordism' that has dominated
so much of twentieth-century manufacturing, and would dramatically reduce the energy
and resources consumed in manufacture. If this strategy works we can hopefully look
forward to a generation of much friendlier and less polluting vehicles which could reduce
rhe discrimination berween able-bodied people and those with disabilities. A mixture of
sensible public and personal transport for all, backed by legislation aimed at making our
cities and waterways more convivial and less life-threatening.
Similarly the craft revival which has been so successful of late will, if it is to maintain
momentum, depend very much on innovative designer/makers working closely with
producers to make crafts production viable in a business sense. Janice Tchalenko's
work with Dart Pottery is a good example of this. Her colourful designs have brought
Dart Pottery to the high streer at reasonable prices and made it a successful craftbased company. Not all their work is done by hand - production-throwing can be
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very boring, repetitive work - but the craft basis and personal involvement remain.
This suggests close collaborations berween designers, craftworkers, and skilled
people in the field of manufacture, and offers the possibility of a revival of workshop
production which is not marred by nostalgia, but truly progressive: and if that happens
over the next decade then although environment~lly we may De close to midnight I
believe we may actually live to see a future world which begins to exude a little of the
quality that William Morris talked of - a world we may all feel safer and happier in.
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